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/EINPresswire.com/ -- According to

Stratistics MRC, the Global Aircraft

Floor Panels Market is growing at a CAGR of 7.0% during the 2019-2027. Growing command for

narrow body aircraft, mainly in developing countries is the major factor propelling the market

growth. However, use of composite material such as aluminium honeycomb requires high

preservation resulting into high preservation cost is hampering the market growth. Based on the

material, the nomex honeycomb segment is likely to have a huge demand due to broad variety

of usage in the aircraft industry together with floor panel. All the major aircraft types together

with narrow and extensive body aircraft are deeply relying on this single material. This segment

offers massive advantages over competing materials, such as exceptional stiffness and strength,

high-quality fire resistance, high-quality thermal stability, and admirable dielectric properties.

Some of the key players profiled in the Aircraft Floor Panels Market include Aeropair Ltd., AIM

Altitude, Collins Aerospace, Composite Industrie, Euro-Composites, Hexcel Corporation,

Singapore Technologies Engineering Ltd., The Gill Corporation, The NORDAM Group LLC,

Triumph Group, Avcorp Industries Inc, EnCore Aerospace Group, Honylite, Safran S.A. and Zodiac

Aerospace.  

Browse the complete report with data tables and figures here:

https://www.strategymrc.com//report/aircraft-floor-panels-market

We offer a 15% customization to be added within the report at no extra cost. To know more post

your query here:  https://www.strategymrc.com/report/aircraft-floor-panels-market/request-

customization

Materials Covered:

• Nomex Honeycomb
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• Aluminum Honeycomb

Aircraft Types Covered:

• General Aviation

• Military Aircraft

• Narrow Body Aircraft

• Regional Aircraft

• Very Large Body Aircraft

• Wide Body Aircraft  

End Users Covered:

• Aftermarket

• Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)

Aircraft Floor Panels report provides an in-depth study and forecast about the industry covering

the complete overview of the market that will assist convey clients and business-making

strategies. The industry’s supply chain and market size, in terms of value, have been derived by

extensive research methods. Our report enables readers to understand details of the market,

latest trends, key drivers and constraints, opportunities, threats, volume and value forecasts, and

various investment opportunities for manufacturers operating in the global and regional

markets. Aircraft Floor Panels report also offers company profiling with detailed strategies,

financials, key products, and recent developments along with SWOT analysis of profiled players

and Porters five forces for deep insights.

This report offers market monitoring related to a particular area of clients interest and provides

up to date information related to strategic initiatives like mergers, acquisitions, partnerships,

expansions, product launches for leading companies on a regional scale depending on the

clients subscription period for various industries or markets. Our data is constantly updated and

revised by team of research experts so that it always reflects the recent trends and information.

We have high experience in research and consulting for different business domains to provide to

the necessities of both individual and corporate clients. Our experienced team uses proprietary

data sources and different tools and methods to gather and analyze information.

Browse the latest market research reports by Stratistics MRC:

Aerospace & Defense Telemetry Market Forecasts to 2028 – Global Analysis By Type (Radio and
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Component, Application, End User and By Geography

Aircraft Valve Market Forecasts to 2028 – Global Analysis By Material (Aluminum, Corrosion-

Resistant Steel, Titanium), Platform (Rotary Wing, Fixed Wing), Type (Butterfly Type, Plug Type,

Gate Type) and By Geography
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Hydromechanical and Others), Aircraft Body Type (Fighter Jets, Turboprop and Others), End User

(Commercial, Military and Others) and By Geography

About Us:

Stratistics MRC research reports and publications are routed to help clients to design their

business models and enhance their business growth in the competitive market scenario. We

have a strong team with hand-picked consultants including project managers, implementers,

industry experts, researchers, research evaluators and analysts with years of experience in

delivering the complex projects. We track 30+ industries and cover 800 market segments.

Call us +1-301-202-5929 now for personal assistance with your queries.

Email: info@strategymrc.com

Follow us on LinkedIn: https://bit.ly/3ngfYIC

Follow us on Twitter: https://bit.ly/3BKeBWG
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